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Abstract
This paper shows a new approach to model and control
interactive objects for simulations with virtual human
agents when real time interactivity is essential. A general
conceptualization is made to model objects with
behaviors that can provide: information about their
functionality, changes in appearance from parameterized
deformations, and a complete plan for each possible
interaction with a virtual human. Such behaviors are
described with simple primitive commands, following the
actual trend of many standard scene graph file formats
that connects language with movements and events to
create interactive animations. In our case, special
attention is given to correctly interpret object behaviors
in parallel: situation that arrives when many human
agents interact at the same time with one same object.
Keywords: Virtual Humans, Virtual Environments,
Object Modeling, Object Interaction, Script Languages,
Parameterized Deformations.

1 Introduction
The necessity to have interactive objects in virtual
environments appears in most applications of the
computer animation and simulation field. The need to
offer interactivity is growing, especially due to the
increasing popularity of many standard graphical file
formats. Users want to easily control the behavior of
objects. As an example, we can consider the evolution of
the Virtual Reality Modeling Language graphical file
format [23] from the first version to the version 97
containing already options to write script commands to
route user events to scene actions.
More complex situations arise when applications need
to control interactions between objects and virtual human
agents (here after just referred to as an agent). Some
examples of such applications are: autonomous agents in
virtual environments, human factors analysis, training,

education, virtual prototyping, and simulation-based
design. A good overview of such areas is presented by
Badler [2]. As an example, an application to train
equipment usage using virtual humans is presented by
Johnson et al [11].
We have modeled interactive objects following the
smart object conception described in a previous work
[13]. The adjective smart has been used in different
contexts, as for instance, to refer to computers that can
understand human actions [19]. In our case, an object is
called smart when it has the ability to describe its
possible interactions.
The key idea in the smart object concept is that objects
are able to propose a detailed description of how to
perform each possible interaction with them. This is done
by using pre-defined plans specified through scripted
commands. Such commands describe the object
behaviors and have access to important 3D parameters
defined during the modeling phase of the object, by
means of a friendly graphical user interface application.
As an example, special locations where the agent can put
its hands are 3D parameters that are specified using
modeling tools and saved together with the object
description. Then, during the simulation phase, such
parameters can be retrieved in order to feed the many
available motion generators to animate agents [6, 7].
When providing pre-modeled information, we are
releasing the simulation program of many difficult
planning and reasoning tasks. As the real time
requirement is often present in nowadays systems, we are
interested in minimizing all time-consuming operations
during the simulation.
For example, by giving the location of a usual
graspable site of the object, an inverse kinematics
algorithm can be directly used to move the agent arm in
the correct direction. We adopt such solutions of having
pre-defined data to gain simplicity, greater user control
and real time performance, even if we may end up with
some loss of individuality in interactions.

In addition, deformation algorithms that can generate
parameterized data can be used to display shape changes
in real time. Some examples are some morphing
algorithms [12, 14] and smooth multi-resolution shape
changes [10]. Deformations are included as object
properties, so that we can define, for example, that some
agent action will trigger an object shape change.
Some proposed systems in the literature already use
similar ideas. In particular, the object specific reasoning
[15] creates a relational table to inform object purpose
and specific data of each object graspable site. Such
information is then used to perform, mainly, grasping
tasks [9].
In our framework, we are interested in modeling
objects that may have a complex functionality, and that
might interact with more than one agent at a same time.
A good example of such objects is a smart lift that can
deal simultaneously with many agents during a crowd
simulation [16, 21] inside a virtual city environment [8].
This lift example (figure 1) was shown in a previous
work [13] together with other objects such as automatic
doors and escalators.

Figure 1. A smart lift that has all necessary
pre-modeled information to be able to take
control over agents that want to enter
from one floor and go to the other floor.
Once we have connected a script language with object
movements and state variables, we are able to program
complex object functionality. Using script languages to
control human agents is a versatile solution, as shown for
example by the IMPROV system [20]. On the other hand,
it is important to maintain few and intuitive script
commands in order to help designers to use them. To
achieve such simplicity, we designed a dedicated script
language to describe a set of behaviors that can be of
different types. For example, it is possible to define that
an object with level of details information has the
behavior to change its own current display resolution.
Other behaviors can change the speed of some moving

part, or can take control of an agent and make it perform
some interaction.
In such a concept, during the simulation, each object
has its own module of control. This leads to a virtual
environment where the knowledge of how objects work is
dispersed in the scene. In this case, it is also possible to
have autonomous agents learning objects’ purposes by
retrieving the information contained inside objects.
The previous work [13] showed in detail how smart
objects are modeled, gave some examples of object
behavior definitions, and discussed some applications
based on smart objects. In this paper, we present some
important solutions adopted by our current behavioral
language, showing how far we can describe interactions
still maintaining simplicity. In addition, we present how
we use some concurrent programming techniques to be
able to synchronize more than one agent interpreting an
object behavior at the same time.
We also show new integrated behavioral options that
permit creating a new class of objects, like birds and
fishes, and also objects that can change their shape by
using pre-calculated parameterized deformation data that
do not compromise our real time requirements.
The remind of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives a brief overview of how we model smart
objects. Section 3 describes the solutions adopted by our
current script language to define object behaviors, along
with some examples. Section 4 depicts our approach to
concurrently interpret behavior scripts when controlling
more than one agent at the same time. Finally, section 5
presents what class of shape deformation algorithms is
being considered and section 6 concludes and presents
some future work considerations.

2 Modeling Smart Objects
We follow a Feature Modeling approach that is a vast
topic in the engineering field [4]. The basic idea is to
identify and define, during the modeling phase, all
interesting features of the object.
In the scope of our applications goals, we define four
classes of different interaction-features:
• Intrinsic object properties, for example: the movement
description of parts, a semantic key text description of
objects purpose or intent, etc.
• Interaction information: like positions of interaction
parts (knobs, buttons), hand shapes to use and so on.
• Object behaviors, that are available depending on
objects state. For example, an automatic door has the
behavior close available only if there are no agents
passing through the door, and the door is open.
• Expected agent behaviors: are associated with object
behaviors in situations that need to describe: when the

agent should walk, which location it should reach with
its hand, etc.
Intrinsic object properties and interaction information
are modeled using a graphical user interface. Figure 2a
shows a modeling section of a slot machine where the
usual locations to get closer and grasp the handle are
specified. Figure 2b shows a desk with many interactionfeatures identified.

Figure 2a and 2b. Two modeling sessions
of smart objects: by using an interactive
user interface it is possible to define
moving parts of the object, and specific
information to control agents as: key
positions and hand locations which are
important for most interactions.

3 Defining Object Behaviors
In order to specify how the object will behave during
the simulation phase, we use a script language that
consists of keywords grouped into behavior definitions.
These keywords are able to trigger movements of the
object, give instructions to agents, change state variables
and call sub-behaviors.
This approach has shown to be easy and
straightforward to describe objects with common
behaviors, but when objects become more complex (as
the lift of figure 1), we can observe that simplicity is no
longer present. To overcome this, we classify the most
used behavior definitions in templates that can be used to
compose behaviors that are more complex. It is always a
challenge to achieve a simple, yet powerful, set of
keywords. That’s why we find that it is important to keep
a format that can be generated directly by a user
interface. This is essential if we want designers to
program the behaviors of objects and not only their
geometry.
Another principle that we have in mind is to be able to
provide high level behaviors. The fact is that in our
current applications for simulating virtual city
environments, the demands are always for complex
behaviors. Users rarely want to have only a graspable
object, but want to have a complex automatic machine to
buy train tickets. And such machine would have only one
main behavior to make the agent walk close to the
machine, make it put the money inside, press a sequence
of buttons and take the ticket.
Listing 1 shows the behaviors definitions used to
model a smart table for a party simulation. The table
contains many graspable fruits and has two behaviors:
the main one takes an agent to the nearest fruit to grasp it
and eat it. A second behavior puts back on the table all
fruits that were eaten. Figure 3 shows a scene of a
simulation done with this table.

Once we have modeled all 3D information for an
object interaction, we have to describe how and when
such data will be used. That means, we need to
synchronize object movements with agent movements
also taking into account the possibility to have many
agents interacting with the same object.
In order to do this, we use a dedicated script language,
following a common trend in many commercial products.
In the next section we show how this language is
designed.
Figure 3. The smart table in a party simulation.

Doing so, a social behavioral simulation of groups of
agents [16] in a party can easily integrate the option to
have agents going to eat, for example, a fruit on the
table.
Listing 1 shows how the two behaviors of this table
example are coded. We can observe that a simple script
like this can describe complex agent-objects interactions.
However, this script has to be carefully designed so that it
can correctly be interpreted by many agents at the same
time during the simulation. We explain how we deal with
such kind of parallel execution in the next section.
BEHAVIOR get(n)
Subroutine
ChangePos
DecreaseVar
GotoPos
DoGesture
MoveHand
END

pos_to_go[n]
pos_very_far
var_num_fruits
pos_near_fruit[n]
gest_get_fruit[n] LeftHand
own_mouth
LeftHand

BEHAVIOR get_closest_fruit
GetNearestPos var_index
DoBehavior
get(var_index)
END

pos_to_go[]

BEHAVIOR replace_fruits
ChangeAllPos pos_to_go[] pos_near_fruits[]
ShowAllParts fruits[]
END

Listing 1. Behavior definitions for the
smart table example.
An important point we have observed is that a script
of the kind of listing 1 is already complicated for
designers to create it. To try to minimize this difficulty
we introduce a kind of behavior template. The idea is to
keep a collection of pre-defined common behavior
definitions that can be included and connected in a new
object from a simple dialog box.
To illustrate this feature we show two examples we
have used: A first example is a simple button with the
behavior definitions to be pressed. Another example is
the behavior definitions of an object that can change the
speed of its moving parts.
Listing 2 shows how we can use such templates to
define a button behavior. During the modeling phase, the
designer can interactively model the shape of the button,
its movements, and a desired hand gesture to press it
(this specifies a location to reach and a hand shape).
Then he or she can select the template press_button that
will open a dialog box to ask for the needed names to
correctly merge the pre-defined behavior inside the list of
already modeled behaviors. In this button example, the
user is asked to enter four parameters.
The keyword CheckVar, that appears in the listing 2
makes the behavior press_button available or not,

depending on a variable state. This state control is
important for when many agents intend to press the same
button at the same time: only the first one will do it.
After that the behavior will be unavailable avoiding
agents pressing buttons that were already pressed. This
kind of consistency control is sometimes tricky to
program and that’s why the usage of such templates
facilitates the design process. The next section explains
the usage of state variables to synchronize controlled
agents.
TEMPLATE press_button:
“Enter the button press state variable :”
var_button_pressed
“Enter the hand gesture name :”
gest_to_press
“Enter the hand to use (righ/left) :”
hand
“Enter the button movement name :”
cmd_move_button
BEHAVIOR press_button
CheckVar
var_button_pressed
SetVar
var_button_pressed
DoGesture gest_to_press
DoCommand cmd_move_button
END # of behavior

false
true
hand

END # of template

Listing 2. A behavior template for a button.
Listing 3 shows a template used to model birds and
fishes that have the behavior to move its parts
continuously to simulate flying and swimming.
TEMPLATE fly_movement:
“Enter the command movement to open :”
open_wing_mov
“Enter the command movement to close :”
close_wing_mov
BEHAVIOR fly_movement
DoAlways
DoCommand
open_wing_mov
DoCommand
close_wing_mov
END # of behavior
BEHAVIOR fly_change_speed(n)
ChangeCmdInterpIncrem open_wing_mov
ChangeCmdInterpIncrem close_wing_mov
END # of behavior

n
n

END # of template

Listing 3. Behavior template definitions
used for birds and fishes.
The behaviors shown in listing 3 were made to model
a bird with moving wings. The designer can model the
geometry of the bird body and wings, and four rotational
movements to open and close each wing. The rotational
movements to open the wings receive a common name,
so that they are executed in parallel when triggered. The

same is done to the rotations used to close the wings.
Doing so, when the template is called, the designer has
just to say the names of modeled rotations and the
behaviors definitions can be correctly merged into the
objects design.
Using this same template, it is possible to define
similar objects, for example, a fish. For that, the designer
only needs to define different rotation movements that
are linked to the fishes’ fins. And then the same
behaviors are correctly merged.
Figure 4a shows a flock of birds in a real time
simulation. In this simulation, the application controls
the velocity to move the wings and the position and
orientation for each bird. Figure 4b shows the modeling
phase of the fish that can be inserted in the same type of
simulation as it has the same behavioral interface as the
bird.

4 Concurrently Interpreting Object
Behaviors
Regarding agent-object interactions, when we have
more than one agent interacting with a single object at a
same time, we have to correctly synchronize the
interpretation of the behavioral scripts. Moreover, we
have to deal with problems like having simultaneous
access to more than one resource. Such difficulties are
well studied in the areas of concurrent and parallel
programming [1].
Let’s use as an example the behavior get_closest_fruit
(listing 1) of our party table (figure 3). Each time the
simulation program sends an agent to perform this
behavior, a new process is created that will interpret the
behavior script, triggering agent actions, and objects
commands (that is the shared resource). Figure 5
illustrates this process creation.

SMART OBJECT
BEHAVIOR x
…
END

BEHAVIOR x
…
END

BEHAVIOR x
…
END

BEHAVIOR x
…
END

AGENT
1

AGENT
2

AGENT
N

Figure 5. When each agent starts to perform
some interaction with an object, a new process
(simulated in the same executable) is created to
interpret the behavioral script. Synchronization
is done by checking state variables global to all
processes.
Figure 4a and 4b. The upper figure (4a)
shows a simulation of birds that have their
wings movement controlled as behaviors.
The lower figure (4b) shows the modeling
phase of a fish that has the same
behavioral control.

Although we talk here about processes, we simulate
such concurrent interpretation of scripts in the same
executable program. This is done by calling a perform
function for each process from an infinite main loop of
the application. So, the solutions we describe here are
used to correctly decide, for each time step, if the
process’s perform function keeps going interpreting its
script or not, allowing other processes to advance their
script interpretation.

If we take no special care in interpreting the scripted
commands, serious problems arise. Consider that we
execute one line of each script being processed, in each
time step of the simulation. In this way, at time t, an
agent a1 may interpret the command GetNearestPos
(listing 1). This command will search for the pos_to_go
that is closer to a1 current position. At the same time t,
we can have another process controlling agent a2 that
may also execute the same command and can find that
the nearest position to go is the same. If this happens, we
will have a1 and a2 colliding each other when they arrive
in the same position. Worse results will happen when a2
will try to grasp a fruit that was already taken by a1.
To avoid such problems, we could use special
keywords to specify when a process should stop
interpreting its script to leave others processes work. For
example, by placing such a keyword after the ChangePos
instruction, we would force that the process of agent a1
would execute ChangePos before leaving the control to
agent a2. Doing so, when the process of a2 interprets
GetNearestPos, it will certainly find a different
pos_to_go, because the process of a1 has already
invalidated its used position by changing it to
pos_very_far.
However, a simpler solution was adopted. Each
keyword of the script has a fixed property to either stop
the execution to allow other processes to run, or to jump
directly to the following command of the same script.
In general, when a keyword that triggers some long
action is found, the process sends the related action to
the agent or object and leaves the control to other
processes until the action is not completed. These long
actions are all agent-related actions (walk, arm gesture,
etc) and also object movements. All other keywords
(check states, call sub-behaviors, compare positions, etc)
are executed in sequence, locking the main loop until a
long action is found again or the script is finished. This
criterion has shown to solve all conflicts of our current
objects.
This way of synchronization relies mainly on sharing
global variable states with all processes. Another
example of synchronization is shown in the button
example of listing 2. In this case, the global variable
var_button_pressed is used to avoid an agent pressing a
button that can be already pressed by another agent.
Even using all solutions described above, we can still
find examples where avoiding a deadlock situation would
be difficult. For example, we could not solve all
situations during a simulation of the well-known
example of simultaneous access of resources that is called
the dining philosophers [1].
Nevertheless, we still can deal with some complicated
examples such as the lift shown in figure 1. In all agentobject interactions we are modeling, we use two main

agent-related actions: an inverse kinematics control [3]
and a walk motor [5]. For each case, we have a script
command to trigger the motion motor.
The correct management of the motion control
techniques that can be applied to agents is guaranteed by
the agentlib environment [7]. The main task of the smart
object control module is so to synchronize objects
movements with agentlib actions.
All the parameters needed to initialize the motions are
specified during the modeling phase of the object. In
particular, the DoGesture command in the behavior
script will activate a main inverse kinematics action
(called reach) to make the hand move to the pre-defined
location.
DoGesture
will
also
activate
two
complementary actions: LookAt to make the agent look at
the reach goal position, and a HandShape, that will
interpolate the current hand shape of the agent to the predefined one (figure 6).

SMART OBJECT
BEHAVIOR get
…
WalkTo
DoGesture
…
END

Behavior
Selected

BEHAVIOR get
…
WalkTo
DoGesture
…
END

AGENT N

AGENT ACTIONS
Walk
Reach
HandShape
LookAt

Figure 6. When a behavior script is interpreted,
each agent-related command is converted into
agentlib [7] actions for a coherent management
and blending with other actions, as for example,
facial animation expressions controlled by any
other module.

5 Behaviors to Change Shape Appearance
In order to enhance the possibilities of a smart object,
some shape deformation capabilities are being
incorporated. The idea is to have the same behavior
interface to trigger also some deformation effects on the
object shape.

We do not want to have heavy deformation
calculations during a simulation. We are not interested in
incorporating, for example, some specific skin
deformation module [22] for our fish example (figure 4)
to obtain a smooth body motion simulation. Our target
applications deal with complex scenes with many objects,
and where it is important to keep real time frame rates.
For such reasons, we are interested in deformation
algorithms that can be run offline to generate a data file
that will describe a parameterized result of the precalculated deformation. For example, there is a huge
literature about algorithms to calculate smooth changes
of level of details (or multi resolution) that can be
parameterized. One example is the progressive mesh
representation presented by Hoppe [10].
Another deformation algorithm that can be
parameterized in most cases is a polyhedral morphing.
Commonly, morphing algorithms are divided in solving
two phases: the correspondence problem, and the
interpolation problem [14]. Once the correspondence is
solved, the interpolation can be parameterized between 0
and 1 and evaluated in real time.
Figure 7 shows a morphing result obtained in a
previous work [12]. The output of this algorithm is a set
of trajectories passing through the models vertices. Then,
to obtain the morphing effect, we make each vertex move
along the trajectories (together with a gradual global
scaling), giving the shape transformation effect.

Figure 7. A morphing transformation that can be
obtained by moving vertices along precalculated trajectories, together with a gradual
global scaling.
Any other deformation algorithm that can be
parameterized can be easily integrated. As another
example, we took some models of muscles that were
deformed using a spring-mass system [17]. The muscle
deformation is calculated according to changes in the

size of the muscle main axis. So that we can get
intermediate models, and generate trajectories that passes
through corresponding vertices. Doing so, we just need to
parameterize the linear piece-wise trajectories to the
maximal and minimal axis length changes (figure 8).
These two examples illustrate some possibilities of
shape deformation that can be used at a very low
computational cost. During the simulation, we only need
to perform basic interpolation techniques to get an
updated position of the model vertices.

Figure 8. A deformable muscle that changes its
shape by moving its vertices along the precalculated trajectories. The deformation is
parameterized in relation to the length of the
muscle main axis.
Connecting such deformations is trivial: once they
can be parameterized between 0 and 1, a simple
command call in a behavior definition with the desired
parameter can trigger a shape change. With this feature,
it is easy to connect shape changes to agents movements
or other actions.
For example we can think about an object that
changes its shape after an agent touches it, and an object
that changes its resolution of appearance based on the
distance from the camera.
Of course this approach has its limitations. For
example, it is possible to “record” the shape deformation
of some soft surface after some force is applied to a
region of the surface. Then, we can parameterize this and
“play” it back whenever the agent touches that region.
But this will work only for that region, and the
deformation will always be the same. This is similar to
having a keyframe animation of the evolution of the
surface vertices.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
We showed in this article the smart object approach to
model interactive objects for real time simulations. The
essential idea is that smart objects contain a series of pre-

programmed behaviors that can control complex agentobject interactions, moving parts, and shape changes.
Also, the necessary details to control more than one
agent at a same time during an interaction were
discussed.
This approach always provides a complete pre-defined
plan for each desired interaction with the object, and an
easy usage is obtained by means of a graphical interface
program to model objects interactions and to program
objects behaviors. Because behaviors can become
complex, we have adopted a template-based approach to
select pre-programmed sub-behaviors, allowing designers
to also define the scripted part of the model.
Although this approach seems to take out the
autonomous aspect of the agents because they are
basically following a sequence of pre-programmed
commands, two levels of autonomy can be explored. A
first level is not to directly interpret the proposed
sequence of commands, but to analyze them and decide
with external planning and reasoning algorithms what
actions to perform, for example, with the aid of synthetic
vision [18]. Another level is to use agents’ autonomous
capacity to decide which interactions to select and from
which objects, leaving only the low-level actions to be
described by the pre-programmed plans.
Our experience shows that when the simulation
environment grows we have an increasing number of
simulation parameters to control. And that is when it is
preferred to concentrate on the high-level parameters,
leaving the low level interaction information to the smart
objects. This situation commonly occurs in virtual cities
simulation applications [8] [21].
As future work, we are investigating in two main
directions:
To perform simulations with autonomous agents that
use their own perception modules to identify which
objects (and with which behaviors) they need to interact
with in order to achieve some high level given goal.
To extend this smart object conception for interactions
with a real human using VR devices, e. g., with a data
glove. In this case, the user would only place the hand
near pre-defined places in the virtual object to trigger
some scripted behavior.
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